
 

I’M ALL RIGHT JACK is an April, 2015 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley 

Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

United Kingdom   1959   black-and-white   105 minutes   live action feature 

comedy   Charter Film Productions / Boulting Brothers   Producer: Roy Boulting 

 

16 of a possible 20 points                                                        **** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points: 

2          Direction: John Boulting* 

1          Editing: Anthony Harvey 

2          Cinematography: Mutz Greenbaum* 

            Still Photography: Laurie Ridley 

1          Lighting: Jack Sullivan 

2          Screenplay: John Boulting*, Alan Hackney*, and Frank Harvey, Sr.* from   

            the novel by Alan Hackney 

            Continuity: Olga Brook 

            Music Direction: Ron Goodwin* 

2          Music: Ken Hare*     Arranger: Ron Goodwin*    

1          Art Direction: William Andrews 



            Set Dressing: Peter James* 

            Scenic Artist: A.J. Van Montagu 

            Wardrobe Supervisor: John McCorry 

            Makeup: David Aylott 

            Titles: David and Michael Ffolkes 

1          Sound: Chris Greenham (Sound Editor), Red Law and George Stephenson 

            (Sound Recording) 

2         Acting 

2         Creativity 

16 total points 

 

Cast: Peter Sellers* (Fred Kite, shop steward and Sir John Kennaway, 

industrialist turned naturist), Ian Carmichael (Stanley Windrush), Terry Thomas* 

(Major Hitchcock, personnel director), Richard Attenborough*  

(Sidney De Vere Cox, owner of Union Jack), Dennis Price* 

(Bertram Tracepurcel, owner of MISSILES), Margaret Rutherford (Aunt Dolly), 

Irene Handl (Mrs. Fred Kite), Liz Fraser (Cynthia Kite, daughter of Fred), 

Milles Malleson (Windrush, Sr., father of Stanley), John Glyn-Jones*  

(DETTO executive), Sam Kydd*, Cardew Robinson*, Tony Comer*,  

Bruce Wightman*, and Bill Rayment* (Shop Stewards), Malcolm Muggeridge* 

(TV Panel Chairman), Ronnie Stevens (Hooper), Martin Boddey* 

(Num Yum’s executive), Brian Oulton* (Appointments Board examiner), 

Pauline Winter (Miss Forsdyke), Maurice Colbourne (MISSILES director), 

Jeremy White and Robin Ray (young chemists), Kenneth Griffith (Dai), 

Marne Maitland (Mr. Mohammed), John Le Mesurier (Waters), Michael Bates 

(Bootle), Raymond Huntley* (Magistrate), Fred Griffiths (Charlie), 

Donal Donnelly (Perce Carter), John Van Eyssen, Robert Bruce, Michael Ward, 

Stringer Davis, and Tony Spear (reporters), Arthur Skinner and William Dexter 

(photographers), Eynon Evans (Truscott), Esma Cannon (Spencer), Robert Young 

(Owens), Roy Purcell (Police Inspector), Marianne Stone (TV receptionist), 

Terry Scott (Crawley), Marion Shaw (tea girl), Wally Patch (workman), 

Alun Owen (TV producer), Muriel Young* (TV announcer), Frank Phillips 

(BBC announcer), Ian Wilson* (Evangelist), Margaret Lacey (Empire loyalist), 



George Selway and Alan Wilson (Union Jack workmen), David Lodge*,  

Kevin Smith*, and Kenneth Warren* (card players), Basil Dignam*  

(Minister of Labor), Harry Locke* (trade union official), E.V.H. Emmett 

(Narrator), Victor Harrington and George Hilsdon (reporters at factory gates), 

Juba Kennerley (Empire loyalist), Aileen Lewis (reporter at Kite residence), 

John Leyton* (DETTO recruit) 

     One of the funniest films ever produced in Great Britain, I’M ALL RIGHT JACK 

shines a blazing spotlight on labor-management relations in a booming postwar 

economy recovered from World War II rationing and deprivation. Consumerism 

is rampant, socialism dominates both labor and political agendas, unions 

exercise continuous pressures for wage increases and job security guarantees. 

Exports must soar to counterbalance huge demands for imported goods. Time 

management efficiency experts prove a popular offset utilized by management 

to combat union featherbedding practices.  

     These fashionable trends in industrial production are bipartisanly lampooned 

in an acidly astringent satire which leaves very little unassailed. Government, 

labor, capital enterprise, television, overseas corruption, sympathy strikes, 

rabblerousing news reportage, soulless mechanization, Communist ideology, 

compact cars, “democratic” union voting, family connections abuses: all these 

obstacles to proper business conduct are addressed by a pungently undogmatic 

screenplay. The Boultings and their writing collaborators wittily present a 

veritable squadron of problems leaving viewers to determine relevant remedies 

for themselves. 

     Based on a novel by Alan Hackney, I’M ALL RIGHT JACK begins in a naturist 

retreat. There wealthy company president Sir John Kennaway has sought refuge 

from a materialistic world devoted to narcissism and possessiveness. He is 

happy in his retirement from responsibility, having satisfactorily performed 

executive duties during the prior war. Patriotism no longer being deemed 

necessary, Sir John is trying to substitute a kind of pre-hippie return to nature,  

immersing himself in rusticating idleness, a situation intolerable and 

incomprehensible to a young visiting relative. Stanley Windrush, liberated from 

an inauspicious army career, wishes to ease himself into the British civilian 

workforce, preferably in a cozy five-day-a-week job with fringe benefits, free 



Saturdays, and high hourly wages. Sir John congratulates him on his enthusiasm, 

though he sees no point in pursuing such a course of action. More money leads 

to increased spending. That generates growing indebtedness requiring credit 

extensions. To pay off the loans will necessitate working harder or longer, which 

under current conditions is likely to produce hostility from coworkers, heart 

attacks, or both.  

     Stanley needs money at the moment in order to pursue eligible girls during 

maximum periods of free time. Preferably curvy blondes with no resistance, 

shallow minds, and a fondness for bubble cars featuring convertible tops and 

Lilliputian legspace.  

     Sir John bootlessly attempts to convince him to join  campers at his bucolic 

sanctuary. Stanley beats a bumbling retreat from that offer. 

     With the reluctant assistance of an Appointments Board examiner, young 

Windrush obtains eleven job interviews in ten days. He manages to make 

himself thoroughly obnoxious at each, first proposing to reverse the approved 

selling scheme at a detergent company where packaging trumps contents, then 

retching from nausea into a candy processing machine at Num Yum. 

     Salvation arrives in the person of an old army acquaintance, now owner of 

Union Jack, a company dedicated to weapons production. Sidney De Vere Cox 

knows a dupe when he sees one. Stanley will do just fine to promote a contract 

bribery scheme he and fellow capitalist Bertram Tracepurcel. With Windrush, Jr. 

on one end and a larcenous foreigner, Mr. Mohammed, on the other, both  

Tracepurcel’s MISSILES company and his own should enjoy reciprocal profits 

reaped from a single ricocheted contract. If all works as planned, labor unrest 

spawned by an undercover efficiency expert’s report should precipitate a strike 

at MISSILES. Union Jack will intervene provided a higher advance is paid by the 

overseas government purchaser. After all, the deadline date for export will 

remain fixed. So overtime will be obligatory to meet it. That means extra wages 

for Union Jack’s laborers, a wrinkle which can only be ironed out by means of a 

new, higher purchase cost. Of course, a portion of the resulting cash inflow will 

be skimmed off as a bribe for Mohammed. Later, Union Jack and MISSILES  

could divvy up extra off-the-books profits between themselves, while publicly 

presenting themselves as promoters of made-in-Britain factory products. 



     Counting upon officiousness of MISSILES chief shop steward Fred Kite to 

respond by demanding a bigger piece of the money pie, factory owners gleefully 

predict, at the very least, a work slowdown there. With proper maneuvering 

and optimal release of an efficiency expert’s suggested improvements, they 

should be able to bait Kite into calling for a complete strike.  

     Innocently accommodating Stanley supplies proof that labor is not 

performing at peak productivity. A corroborating report shared with the media 

causes popular sympathy first for blackleg Windrush, wheedled back to work by 

family urgings, and then to beleagured MISSILES’ Bertram Tracepurcel.  

     With MISSILES shut down and loss of a lucrative overseas armament deal 

imminent, Union Jack heroically steps into the breach. Sidney De Vere Coxe 

offers to fulfill the endangered contract, thereby upholding British integrity. 

There is, though, an unanticipated hitch ... 

     Much of the film’s success is attributable to ideal casting of most principals, 

supporting players, and extras. The only deplorable exception is Marne 

Maitland’s offensively overdrawn Middle Eastern official. Mr. Mohammed’s 

chief attributes are butchery of the English language and self-aggrandizing 

opportunism. Wearing what certainly appears to be the fez of a Turk, this 

corrupt emissary represents repugnant caricaturing of Moslem officials, no 

more defensible then than now.  

     A dual performance of Peter Sellers as both Leninist union delegate and 

elderly sensualist deservedly won him a BAFTA as Best British Actor. Giving his 

soberly brainwashed character a unique strut and employing to maximum 

advantage trademark upraised brows, Sellers created a model union loyalist 

unsurpassed in pompous hypocrisy. 

     Richard Attenborough’s slimy Sidney De Vere Cox, an ingratiating schemer 

with no discernible scruples, is just as repugnant. Another fine achievement 

comes from affably compromising Terry Thomas, who radiates cunning self-

preservation, determined to maintain his own job security no matter who else is 

sacrificed. Major Hitchcock seems also to have a sideline as a voyeur. Witness 

the man’s sneaky behavior when Fred Kite delays responding to a rap on his 

front door.    



     There are numerous other memorable portrayals: Irene Handl’s matronly 

Mrs. Kite, Liz Fraser’s voluptuous dimwit, Malcolm Muggeridge’s perplexed 

moderator, Ian Wilson’s apocalypse prognosticator, Muriel Young’s insecure tv 

announcer, Basil Dignam’s irreproachably even-handed Minister of Labor,  

Raymond Huntley’s disciplinarian magistrate. The latter rules his courtroom 

with bullying authoritativeness as an incorruptible defender of public property  

and backroom profiteering.  

     Buttressing these accomplishments are a screenplay drenched in irony, 

ardently upbeat narration, and a rocking music score that accentuates seizing 

the moment while simultaneously mocking that philosophy with pejorative 

lyrics.  

     Mutz Greenbaum’s distinguished cinematography captures the grimy 

underpinnings of British prosperity. His camera repeatedly dawdles over 

alluring silly advertisements that fool no one, certainly not a cynically sluggish, 

bored workforce. Still, as more money pours into wallets, it must be spent on 

something, no matter how unsatisfying or overrated. Making that junk keeps 

people working, puts food on the table at home. Mustn’t complain. Such a 

mindlessly wasteful lifestyle sure beats living year after year on the dole. 

     Due to numerous obscenities and censor-baiting flashes of nudity,  

I’M ALL RIGHT JACK is appropriate only for audiences ages sixteen and older. For 

adults, this film remains a timely reminder human failings displayed 

prominently here are still evident today. Living does not automatically yield 

learning.    


